THE NEW FRONTIER OF ADVANCED REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY: REEVALUATING MODERN LEGAL PARENTHOOD
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Assisted reproductive technologies (ARTs) have challenged our deepest conceptions of what it means to be a parent by fragmenting traditional aspects of parenthood. The law has been slow to respond to this challenge, and numerous academic articles have proposed models for adapting parentage laws to ARTs. In the coming years, however, scientific advancements in reproductive technologies, such as somatic cell nuclear transfer and stem cell technology, will challenge traditional parentage models in new and fascinating ways. For instance, these advanced technologies could allow two women to create a child without any male genetic contribution, or six parents to all contribute genetically to the creation of a child. This Article explores the relationship between advanced reproductive technologies and current paradigms for establishing parentage, and, depending on the specific technology, argues that these technologies either reinforce traditional biological parental paradigms or demand greater reliance on intentional parenthood to determine legal parentage.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past century, scientific innovations in assisted reproductive technologies (ARTs) have made great strides in treating infertility and allowing individuals to achieve parenthood in ways unimaginable to previous generations. These technologies are ever-evolving, forcing a constant reevaluation of the legal, social, and ethical implications of the interaction between science and one of the most deeply guarded aspects of the human experience: the creation of a child.

ARTs have been referred to as a “revolution,”¹ and their purveyors have been accused of operating in the “‘Wild West’ of American medicine.”² These terms connote both a hope for a more promising future, and a deep underlying anxiety concerning what that future might hold. Indeed, the encroachment of science into a realm historically embedded in socio-religious notions of sanctity and divinity raises the age-old specter of playing god, and implicates the fear that Dr. Frankenstein is at society’s helm.³ Unsurprisingly, therefore, ARTs have been the subject of fierce social debate and legal analysis. This debate has touched on numerous topics such as ethics and the role of women in society.⁴ In the backdrop of this debate is

⁴ See, e.g., Gena Corea, THE MOTHER MACHINE: REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGIES FROM ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION TO ARTIFICIAL Wombs 1–9 (1985) (arguing that ARTs have been created in the interests of the patriarchy and serve to exploit women); Reproductive Technologies: Gender, Motherhood and Medicine (Michelle Stanworth ed., 1987) (discussing the impacts of ARTs on women’s lives); Rosemarie Tong, Feminist Approaches to Bioethics: Theoretical Reflections and Practical Applications 162–86 (1997) (considering feminist perspectives on the bioethics of artificial insemination); Judith Lorber, Choice, Gift, or Patriarchal Bargain? Women’s Consent to
the fact that over the past several decades the traditional bionormative family structure has undergone a dramatic transformation. While in the past, the classic family was defined sociologically as a pair of heterosexual parents living together under one roof along with their children, different legal, technological, and sociological developments have led to a rapid and extreme change in the definitions of family and parenthood. Indeed, traditional ARTs, such as sperm donation, ova donation, and gestational surrogacy, have enabled one, two, or even several individuals to contribute to the creation of a child.

In addition to implicating complex ethical and social considerations, ARTs raise questions about the legal status of various participants in the creation and subsequent care of a child. In addressing these questions, scholars and the courts have viewed legal parenthood in the context of ARTs in terms of five paradigms—genetics, intent, gestation, the marital presumption, and functionalism. Underlying these paradigms is the recognition that parenthood is not a monolithic concept. Genetic contributors, the woman who gestates an embryo to birth, individuals who provide shelter and physical nourishment, and various role models or educational figures who foster intellectual and emotional development can all constitute parental figures.

Each of the five parental paradigms assigns legal parenthood in a different way. The intent paradigm assigns legal parenthood to those individuals...
who intend to care for and raise the child. Under the gestational paradigm, legal parenthood arises from the act of gestating the child. The genetic paradigm determines legal parenthood based on the genetic relationship between the child and the parties asserting claims of parenthood. Under the presumptive paradigm, a husband of a married woman is presumed to be the father of a child the woman gives birth to during the marriage. Lastly, the functional paradigm grants rights to individuals who are not necessarily biologically related to the child. This paradigm may recognize them as legal parents of the child, or may vest in them certain visitation or custodial rights based on the role they have played in the life of the child and/or gestational mother.

In practice, the historical model of two heterosexual parents creating a child through natural procreation relies simultaneously on the genetic, gestational, intentional, and presumptive paradigms, with the genetic, gestational, and presumptive elements taking primacy. Adoption, on the other hand, relies solely on the intentional paradigm: the intent of the adopting parents is given legal efficacy and overrides the presumptive, genetic, and gestational claim of the natural mother and father. Traditional ARTs, by contrast, complicate this historical framework by unbundling the presumptive, gestational, genetic, functional, and intentional paradigms and assigning the resulting roles to different individuals. For example, in a common surrogacy arrangement involving a same-sex couple, a female gestational mother and female egg donor contract to relinquish their parental rights over the resultant child to the genetic-intentional father and an adoptive-intentional-functional father.10 If the gestational mother then changes her mind, a legal conflict can arise between the biological claim of the gestational mother, the intentional claim of the putative/adoptive father, the biological and intentional claim of the genetic father, and the biological claim of the egg donor. As a consequence, in order to effectuate the intent of the parties in the context of traditional ARTs, academic literature in recent years has advocated for increased legal recognition of intentional parenthood through contract law, typically in the form of surrogacy contracts or, most recently, pre-conception parentage orders.11

10 See, e.g., Oleski, 2008 WL 2930518, at *2.
Modern innovations in ARTs such as somatic cell nuclear transfer ("SCNT") and artificial wombs, however, demand a different approach to how we view legal parenthood. While academic articles have addressed these new technologies in terms of their social impact, ethical dimensions, and possible constitutional implications, there has been little focus on the manner in which these technologies might interact with the existing paradigms of legal parenthood and the existing landscape of parentage law.

Instead of an inexorable shift toward increased recognition of intentional parenthood in the context of all ARTs, these innovations require a more nuanced view of the roles of biology and intent in determining parentage. For example, where a child is created by way of complex genetic engineering, resulting in a child who possesses genetic material from several individuals, there is little guidance in the law as to whether biology should trump intent, which of the genetic contributors should be deemed parents, and how to delineate the various rights and obligations of the parties. Further, these new technologies can actually reinforce the genetic component by allowing two men or two women to contribute genetically to a child, thereby undermining the need to rely on an intent-based approach in certain circumstances.

This Article proceeds in three parts. Part I offers a historical perspective on the manner in which ARTs have fragmented parental paradigms, necessitating greater reliance on intentional/contractual parenthood. Part I also discusses changing notions of family that have affected those paradigms. Part II describes modern innovations in ARTs that would allow two women to create a child without any male genetic contribution, or two men to create a child with only a minimal genetic contribution from a female egg donor. Part II will argue that these scenarios reinforce the genetic paradigm and reduce the need for relying on intentional parenthood to determine parentage. Part III discusses the ability to create a child from the genetic contribution of multiple donors, the limitations of applying various parental paradigms to that technology, and the need for reliance on intentional parenthood to delineate the rights and obligations of the parties. Viewing these technological innovations as a whole, this Article concludes that given the current state of parentage laws and the benefits and limitations of various parental paradigms, intentional parentage is the ideal paradigm for determining parenthood in the context of advanced ARTs.

tract, and the Limits of Family Law, 34 FlA. ST. U. L. REV. 913, 930–57 (2007); Wald, supra note 6, at 388–89.

I. PARENTAL PARADIGMS IN THE CONTEXT OF TRADITIONAL ARTs

The use of ARTs over the past few decades has coincided with a dramatic change in the legal conception of the family. While the law originally conceptualized legal parenthood by reflexive reference to the opposite-sex nuclear family, modern laws of parenthood have been forced to adapt to changing family structures, societal norms, and continuous technological advances. In confronting this changing landscape, courts and legislatures across the United States and around the world have attempted to apply various legal frameworks to the use of traditional ARTs. These attempts have had varying degrees of success and have led to the creation of an erratic and inconsistent national tapestry of parentage laws.

A. ARTs and the Historical Bionormative Family

Parental paradigms such as genetics, intent, gestation, presumption, and functionalism and the relative legal obligations and rights they entail are deeply rooted in a historical and cultural view of the nuclear family. Traditional parenthood, defined as two heterosexual adults creating and raising a child, much like traditional (i.e., heterosexual, monogamous) marriage, rests on a highly structured view of the family unit that found purchase and voice in constitutional jurisprudence in the United States. Indeed, both the right to marriage between individuals of opposite sexes and the right to natural procreation have been deemed fundamental by the Supreme Court. By contrast, ARTs often involve more than two parties and do not implicate fundamental rights. These characteristics have, in large part, shaped the way courts approach the issue of parentage in the context of ARTs.

Contrary to intentional parenthood, which relies on a robust view of human agency, the fundamental legal right to procreation was established in part because it was “basic to the perpetuation of [the] race.” The conceptualization of the right to procreate as fundamental to the perpetuation of humanity essentially means that a heterosexual couple is legally entitled to have a child and possess a legal claim to that child, not because they should, but simply because they can. There are no socioeconomic, racial, educational, or political requirements that must be met before the law permits

13 See Katharine T. Bartlett, Rethinking Parenthood as an Exclusive Status: The Need for Legal Alternatives When the Premise of the Nuclear Family Has Failed, 70 Va. L. Rev. 879, 897 n.30 (1984) (“The Supreme Court in dicta in Quillon v. Walcott suggested that breaking up a nuclear family without a showing of parental unfitness could be unconstitutional.”).

14 See Skinner v. Oklahoma, 316 U.S. 535, 541 (1942) (discussing the right to procreation); Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 12 (1967) (discussing the fundamental right to marriage).

15 See Skinner, 316 U.S. at 536; see also id. at 541.
heterosexuals to produce a child or pursuant to which the law may automatically sever the legal claim of a parent to a child.

This view of procreation serves as the bedrock of legal parentage and is closely tied to a longstanding view of the traditional family structure. For example, at the oral argument before the Supreme Court in the case of Hollingsworth v. Perry, Charles J. Cooper, arguing in favor of upholding marriage as an institution between one man and one woman, stated:

The concern is that redefining marriage as a genderless institution will sever its abiding connection to its historic traditional procreative purposes and it will refocus, refocus the purpose of marriage and the definition of marriage away from the raising of children and to the emotional needs and desires of adults—of adult couples.16

Thus, one argument marshaled before the Supreme Court against same sex marriage was that the purpose of marriage is to facilitate and encourage procreation.17 Furthermore, over the course of the past century, in defining the scope of the right to marriage, the Supreme Court has repeatedly linked marriage, traditional family structure, and procreation. As noted in Zablocki v. Redhail:

Long ago . . . the Court characterized marriage as “the most important relation in life,” and as “the foundation of the family and of society, without which there would be neither civilization nor progress.” In Meyer v. Nebraska . . . the Court recognized that the right “to marry, establish a home and bring up children” is a central part of the liberty protected by the Due Process Clause . . . and in Skinner v. Oklahoma ex rel. Williamson . . . marriage was described as “fundamental to the very existence and survival of the race.”18

As a result of this historical, bionormative legal framework, the modern basis for awarding legal parenthood is biological kinship and the marital presumption. In other words, an opposite sex couple who creates a child through sexual intercourse has a presumptive right to legal parenthood because of their genetic/gestational link to the child, and because of the nature of the marital relationship. This link is of the highest order of legal enforceability—severable only in extreme circumstances such as parental physical

17 Notably, the Supreme Court’s decision in United States v. Windsor, 133 S. Ct. 2675 (2013), deeming the Defense of Marriage Act unconstitutional, calls the continued legal viability of this argument into question.
abuse, death of one of the parties, or voluntary relinquishment. 19 When courts consider parenthood in any other context but natural procreation, it loses its constitutional legal imperative. There is no fundamental right to adopt, 20 and there is certainly no fundamental right to legal parenthood based on notions of intentional parenthood in the absence of a genetic relationship. 21 Accordingly, many individuals seeking to procreate through ARTs, such as same-sex couples, have lacked access to this seemingly inviolate legal framework. Instead, these individuals have had to rely on contract law and equitable principles to validate their parental claims. Indeed, the modern notion of intentional parenthood is not grounded in any overarching constitutional legal framework. When two individuals of opposite sexes exercise their fundamental right to have a child, the law is not concerned with whether the creation of that life is in the best interest of the child. That is because the propagation of the species does not require a happy or well-adjusted child—it just requires a genetic receptacle capable of further procreation. In the context of natural procreation, life furthers its own interest. When parenthood is acquired by ARTs, by contrast, no fundamental right is implicated, opening the door to significant judicial oversight. In conducting this oversight function, courts look at various factors including genetics, gestation, intent, contract law, and the best interest of the child. 22

Viewing traditional ARTs against the backdrop of the historical bi-normative family structure helps crystallize the analytical distinction between the various parental paradigms. The traditional fundamental right to procreate is implicated when the genetic, gestational, presumptive, and intentional parents are the same two people (e.g., a married heterosexual couple that creates a child through natural procreation). Thus, an essential characteristic of determining legal parentage in the context of the bi-normative family structure is that there is no third party capable of asserting a

---

19 See Purvis, supra note 8, at 214 n.8 (noting the rigorous protections afforded to parents in the context of a termination proceeding).


21 But see Aloni, supra note 12, at 69 n.322 (citing Elizabeth Price Foley, The Constitutional Implications of Human Cloning, 42 ARIZ. L. REV. 647, 695 (2000) (“Because cloning is merely an asexual form of procreation, it is arguably as much a fundamental constitutional right as our right to procreate by either passion or the petri dish.”)); John A. Robertson, Human Cloning and the Challenge of Regulation, 339 NEW ENG. J. MED. 119, 120 (1998) (“Whether described as ‘replication’ or as ‘reproduction,’ the resort to cloning is similar enough in purpose and effects to other reproduction and genetic-selection practices that it should be treated similarly.”); Pratheep Sevanthinathan, Heavy Regulation of Human Cloning as an Alternative to a Complete Ban, 10 QUINNIPIAC HEALTH L.J. 219, 242 (2007) (“[I]n light of Skinner, Lifchez, and the abortion cases, there seems to be a constitutionally protected right to procreate and therefore there may be a right to reproductive cloning.”).

claim to the child. ARTs, however, fragment the intentional, gestational, and genetic paradigms, and potentially permit a third party to assert a claim of parenthood.

B. ARTs and the Fragmentation of Legal Parenthood

Prior to the use of ARTs, the parental paradigms contended with two basic scenarios. The first was where two heterosexual parents produced a child the “old fashioned way.” As stated, the parents had a legal claim to the resultant child based on genetics, gestation, intent, and the marital relationship. The second scenario was traditional adoption, a method of acquiring parental rights that is driven entirely by the post-conception intent of the parties and in which presumptive, gestational, and genetic links are expressly overridden. These two longstanding and well-established categories represent the traditional baseline for determining parenthood.

But ARTs such as ova donation, sperm donation, and gestational surrogacy, typically involving between three and four parties, present a more complicated landscape because they fragment the roles of the presumptive, genetic, gestational, and intentional parents. For instance, in a surrogacy arrangement between a same-sex male couple and a female gestational mother, the gestational surrogate would have a gestational claim to the child, the egg donor (who is not necessarily the gestational surrogate), would have a genetic claim to the child, the male genetic contributor would have a genetic and intentional claim to the child, the putative adoptive father would have an intentional claim to the child, and the gestational surrogate’s husband might have a presumptive claim to the child. As a result, ARTs implicate varying and often conflicting sources of legal parenthood claims and have produced opposing legal approaches.

For instance, courts in California have repeatedly used intentional parenthood to validate surrogacy agreements while courts in New Jersey have expressly declined to do so. In the seminal case of Matter of Baby M, the Supreme Court of New Jersey invalidated a surrogacy agreement in which a woman contracted to gestate a child for a natural father and his wife, who would have legal rights over the child, on the ground that it was against public policy, even where the gestational surrogate did not share a genetic link to the child.23 While this case was purportedly based partially on public policy concerns about the potential harms of surrogacy, the fact that gestation was sufficient to create a default claim of parenthood on the part of the gestating woman, even though the woman had no genetic link to the child, demonstrated the court’s adherence to biological notions of parenthood.24

24 Id.
By contrast, in 1993, a California court, applying the intentional parenthood paradigm, upheld a surrogacy agreement between a heterosexual couple and a surrogate, stating:

We conclude that although the Act recognizes both genetic consanguinity and giving birth as means of establishing a mother and child relationship, when the two means do not coincide in one woman, she who intended to procreate the child—that is, she who intended to bring about the birth of a child that she intended to raise as her own—is the natural mother under California law.25

Subsequent cases have further reinforced the intent paradigm by applying it to instances where the intended parents have no genetic connection to the child at all.26

As evidenced by the approach taken in New Jersey, unlike adoption, where the parental rights to a child who has already been conceived are transferred by the courts from one party to another, the pre-conception, intent-based approach continues to be controversial and has been met with resistance by certain courts. In part, this is because the intent-based approach transfers the source of parental designation from the auspices of biology and the traditional marital presumption to the realm of freedom of contract and market principles. Nevertheless, intentional parenthood, determined by contract law or by notions of de facto and social parentage, has been increasingly advocated in academic literature as the appropriate way to determine parentage in the context of ARTs. One reason for this trend is that contract law is necessary in the context of traditional ARTs in order to allow an intentional parent to override the rights of a genetic, gestational, or presumptive third party, thereby furthering various normative benefits such as familial stability and legal certainty. Moreover, in the absence of contract principles, the expectations and intentions of the parties are thrown to the wayside in favor of formalistic, rigid, state-imposed parental designations.

II. SOMATIC CELL NUCLEAR TRANSFER AND STEM CELL TECHNOLOGY IN THE CONTEXT OF TWO-PARENT FAMILIES

While both caselaw and academic literature have increasingly relied on intentional parenthood as the preferred model to determine parentage in the context of ARTs, advances in ARTs in the future may require a more nuanced view of the parental paradigms, particularly with respect to same-sex couples. New technologies may in the future allow two women to create

26 See In re Marriage of Buzzanca, 72 Cal. Rptr. 2d 280, 293 (Cal. Ct. App. 1998); see also In re Nicholas H., 46 P.3d 932, 941 (Cal. 2002) (holding that a man who meets the statutory criteria for a presumed father can be considered the legal parent even if he has no biological relationship to a child).
a child with whom they both share an equal genetic link, without requiring any male genetic contribution, or two men to create a child with only a minimal female genetic contribution. By eliminating the potential parental claim of a third biological parent, this technology would bolster the utility of the genetic and gestational paradigms. On the other hand, this technology could allow multiple parties to contribute genetically to a child, necessitating reliance on intentional parenthood.

The ability to create a child from two women, two men, or multiple parents emerges from two developing technologies, somatic cell nuclear transfer (“SCNT”) and stem cell technology. While a comprehensive discussion of the science of these technologies is beyond the scope of this Article, the basic process is as follows: SCNT entails removing the original nucleus from an egg (which is then known as an “enucleated egg”) and replacing the nucleus with nuclear material from one or more individuals and sources.27 After being induced to divide in a laboratory, the embryo, also known as a blastocyst, is then implanted into a uterus and allowed to gestate to form a complete organism.28

While there is no documented case of this method resulting in a human child, SCNT has led to the birth of various animals, such as a cow, sheep, and dog.29 Since 1997, significant efforts have been made to apply SCNT to generate human embryonic stem cells, without success.30 In May of 2013, however, an international team led by Dr. Shoukhrat Mitalipov, from the Oregon Health and Science University, utilized a variation of SCNT to create human embryonic stem cells from skin cells, an incredible breakthrough in stem cell research.31
In light of these advancements, it is important to understand how these technologies would interact with existing paradigms of legal parenthood. Even if these technologies are never utilized to create human children, exploring their interaction with current legal parental paradigms offers guidance concerning the limitations of those paradigms. The next two subsections will examine SCNT and stem cell technologies in two categories. The first is where two women create a child without any genetic contribution from a man. The second is where two men create a child with the assistance of a gestational surrogate, who supplies the enucleated egg and carries the embryo to term.

A. Two Female Genetic Contributors

To create a child with two female genetic contributors, without the need for a male genetic contribution, one gamete-like cell would be taken from each of the two women. Each cell would contain one-half of the forty-six chromosomes possessed by each woman. The nucleus of each gamete-like cell would be inserted in a laboratory into an enucleated egg from one of the women to mimic a fertilization event. The resulting fertilized egg would then be implanted into one of the women to create a child with whom both women would share an equal genetic link.\(^{32}\) This process would not require a male genetic contributor.

The use of SCNT and stem cell technology to allow two women to create a child without any male genetic contribution would be legally groundbreaking. Traditional ARTs and surrogacy arrangements typically require contractual agreements, statutory protection, second-parent adoption, or reliance on equitable principles in order to recognize the parental claim of the same-sex partner of a biological mother. Arguably, however, if two women each share an equal and significant genetic link with a child, and no third party exists to assert a claim of legal parenthood on the basis of genetics, gestation, or presumption, the two women would have a seemingly ironclad biological legal claim of parenthood to the child indistinguishable from the biological claim of a heterosexual couple. Moreover, if the women are legally married, they would not only have an equal biological connection, but the non-gestational mother would also benefit from the marital presumption. Essentially, SCNT and stem cell technologies would recreate the traditional heterosexual framework in which the intentional, presumptive, and biological paradigms exist in the same two people, to the exclusion of all others.\(^{33}\)

\(^{32}\) See Aloni, supra note 12, at 21; David Orentlicher, Beyond Cloning: Expanding Reproductive Options for Same-Sex Couples, 66 Brook. L. Rev. 651, 655–56 (2000).

\(^{33}\) Notably, the ability of two women to create a child also strikes at the heart of the legal movement against gay marriage. Heterosexual procreation has been repeatedly cited as a central basis for upholding the constitutionality of laws prohibiting gay marriage. See, e.g., Zablocki v. Redhail, 434 U.S. 374, 384 (1978); Skinner v. Oklahoma ex rel.
The significance of this technology is particularly acute in light of the challenging and inconsistent legal framework faced by women in same sex relationships attempting to assert claims of legal parenthood. In the context of traditional ARTs, two women who want to have a child together require a male sperm donor. Commonly, once a sperm donor is procured, one of the women is artificially inseminated with donor sperm and gestates the child. Alternatively, one of the women may donate an egg to the other woman who then gestates the child. These scenarios are legally complex because they implicate the potential rights of up to three distinct parties. They are further complicated by various factors such as whether the donor is known to the parties; the relative parental contribution of the two women in terms of child care, presence in the child’s life, and financial support; and whether the two women are in a domestic partnership, civil union, committed relationship, or are married.34

In the first scenario, in which one of the women gestates the child and is the sole female genetic contributor to the child, a question arises as to the legal status of the second woman, who intends to be a parent but has no biological link to the child. This question has yielded conflicting and unsatisfying answers. For example, in several states, if two women are married or in a civil union or domestic partnership, one of the women is presumptively the legal mother of any child born to the other woman during the pendency of the legally cognizable relationship.35 Nevertheless, even this seemingly strong presumption has significant flaws. There is no guarantee that it will be credited by states that do not have such a presumption.36 Further, the law is unclear as to the circumstances that might rebut the presumption,37 and significant confusion remains regarding the legal status of the sperm donor.38

Some courts have established the legal parenthood of the non-genetic/gestational mother by using equitable and statutory notions of de facto parentage. Under this framework, the visitation rights (and even custodial rights in certain instances) of the non-genetic/gestational mother will be upheld if that mother meets certain criteria, including active participation in the decision to create the child and the establishment of a parent-like relationship with the child.39 Nevertheless, this approach has been rejected in certain ju-
risdictions\(^40\) and still requires invasive after-the-fact court involvement that can lead to legal uncertainty. Moreover, the non-gestational de facto mother might still want to formally adopt the child in order to further validate her legal status, a burdensome and expensive process. Lastly, this scenario could result in a deeply inequitable situation: if the gestational mother agreed to create the child with the understanding that the non-gestational mother would contribute fully as a parent, and then the non-gestational mother declined to act as a parent, the gestational mother would be left with the full parental burden since, under notions of functional parenthood, the non-gestational mother would have no parental obligations.

The second scenario, in which one woman gestates the fertilized egg of a second woman, raises many of the same concerns as the first scenario. However, unlike the first scenario, both women could assert biological claims of parenthood that might be recognized by courts. This result has already occurred in some jurisdictions. For instance, in one California case, both the gestational mother and the genetic mother were deemed to be the legal mother of the child based solely on biology.\(^41\) Various other cases have arrived at the same conclusion.\(^42\)

However, some jurisdictions may not be amenable to such claims, including those that are antagonistic to same-sex adoption and marriage. In these jurisdictions, the non-gestational mother might still want to obtain a second-parent adoption in the event that the parental claim of the non-gestational mother is rejected based on public policy grounds. For instance, in the New York case Matter of Adoption of Sebastian, the ova donor (the genetic contributor) petitioned to adopt a child gestated by her same-sex partner in order to ensure her parentage would be recognized by other states.\(^43\) The court granted the adoption because it was the only way to provide the woman with parental rights in all contexts and on a national scale, even though the woman’s genetic contribution and marriage to the gestational mother were sufficient to establish parentage and the woman could establish parentage in New York by other means.\(^44\) This case demonstrates that even where the genetic and gestational mother can both assert a legal claim, they may still need to resort to the courts to fully validate that claim by way of a second-parent adoption. Moreover, this second scenario is further compli-
cated by the potential claim of the sperm donor. Given the historical bias in favor of a heterosexual, two-parent family structure, if the sperm donor were known to the parties or asserts a claim of parenthood, it may make it more difficult for both women to obtain legal parenthood.

In contrast to these two traditional ART scenarios, in the context of advanced ARTs each woman would contribute one half of the genetic material via SCNT and one of the women would gestate the embryo. Thus, the two women would each have a biological claim to the child and there would be no biological contribution from a third party. The legal implications of this scenario are astounding. If both women contribute genetically to the child, it would eliminate the confusion posed by the legal status of a sperm donor and create a claim of genetic legal parenthood on the part of the two women that would seemingly require no judicial or legislative recognition in order to be valid. Unlike traditional ARTs, the intent of the parties would be irrelevant—there would be no need for a contract, a parentage order from the court, reliance on de facto parentage, or second-parent adoption. The two women would be the sole biological parents of their child to the same degree as an opposite-sex couple, and there would be no additional third party to assert a biological claim of parenthood.45

Nevertheless, in states that deny couples of the same biological sex the right to marry and adopt, the genetic claim of the two women might be insufficient to establish dual maternity because the legal parental claim of a heterosexual couple in these states is not based on genetics alone but on genetics in the context of a historical or cultural opposite-sex family structure. Moreover, much like traditional ARTs, even if SCNT technology were to be used to produce children, it would likely take many years before it gained widespread social and legal recognition. Therefore, for the foreseeable future, two women utilizing advanced ARTs in this manner should enter into a judicially pre-authorized contract or pre-birth parentage order memorializing their intent to serve as the parents of the resultant child, particularly in jurisdictions that have been historically antagonistic to the rights of same-sex couples.

45 Notably, the use of this technology would have far-reaching social implications beyond the issue of parentage. For instance, if two women could create a child without any male genetic contribution, the human species could be propagated without men. Furthermore, in certain Jewish denominations, the religion of the child is determined by reference to the religion of the mother. Cf. Schwarzman v. Schwarzman, 388 N.Y.S.2d 993, 996 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1976) (“As a first principle, Jewish law determines that the religious identification of children is determined by the faith of the mother.”). If two women conceive a child and only one of the women is Jewish, or if two men conceive a child in the absence of a female genetic contributor, how would clerical authorities determine the religion of the child? While these social and ethical questions are beyond the scope of this paper, they demonstrate the complexities and challenges of these new technologies.
B. Two Male Genetic Contributors

As with two women, in the case of two male genetic contributors, each man would contribute about one half of the genetic material to an enucleated egg contributed by a female donor. A woman, either the egg donor or another person, would have to gestate the child. The majority of the egg’s DNA (i.e., the nuclear DNA) would be removed, though the egg would retain the woman’s mitochondria DNA (mt-DNA), a minimal genetic contribution. It is important to emphasize that although mt-DNA is a minimal genetic contribution, the genes encoded in mt-DNA are extremely important. Individuals with mutations in mt-DNA can develop significant neuromuscular health problems.

From a legal perspective, this technology is revolutionary in that unlike traditional ARTs, it reinforces the biological paradigm. Both men would have an equal genetic relationship to the child, and thus, neither man could simply be excluded from parenthood on the ground that he does not possess a biological connection to the child. Therefore, generally speaking, in the absence of a contract, each man would have a viable claim of paternity based on purely biological factors. Nevertheless, unlike the situation where two women are the only genetic contributors to the child and can rely solely on the genetic paradigm, the situation of two male genetic contributors is more complicated. The two men still need to contend with the potential genetic claim of the egg donor based on her contribution of the enucleated egg, mt-DNA, and with the potential claim of the gestational surrogate. Thus, notwithstanding the dramatic social implications of two men contributing genetically to the creation of a child and the legal significance of each man having a genetic connection to the child, intentional/contractual parenthood would likely still be necessary to establish the two men as the sole legal parents in many jurisdictions.

1. Contending with the Egg Donor and Gestational Mother

Current cases dealing with surrogacy agreements offer some guidance as to how courts might approach a situation where two men provide the genetic material necessary for the creation of a child, and the primary female role is to gestate the child. In Griffiths v. Taylor, the Superior Court of Connecticut upheld a surrogacy agreement and validated the parental claim of a same-sex male couple. The Court noted:

46 See Orentlicher, supra note 32, at 656; Aloni, supra note 12, at 21.
47 See Aloni, supra note 12, at 21.
The instant case is not about the establishment of genetic, or biological parents, but rather the establishment of legal or intentional parents. Names on a birth certificate are not necessarily just an acknowledgment of paternity but can also establish legal responsibilities to a child. In this era of evolving reproductive technology and intent based parenthood, our laws must acknowledge these realities and not simply cling to genetic connections as preconditions to being placed on a birth certificate.50

Similarly, in 2011 in another Connecticut case, Raftopol v. Ramey, the intended parents, a genetic father and an adoptive father, brought an action for a declaratory judgment regarding the validity of a gestational agreement pursuant to which the surrogate mother would terminate her putative parental rights and the non-genetic father would adopt the child.51 The Superior Court of Connecticut upheld the gestational agreement and found the intended parents to be the legal parents.52

These cases demonstrate that in certain jurisdictions, surrogacy agreements are empowered to separate gestational motherhood from legal parenthood. Specifically, in these cases, the egg donor, the gestational mother, and the genetic father all had claims to the child based on various parental paradigms, and yet the court validated the original intent of the parties to allow only the genetic father and the adoptive father to serve as legal parents.53

In jurisdictions where surrogacy agreements allow a genetic father and an adoptive father to override the presumptive legal claim of a gestational mother, it is reasonable to conclude that surrogacy agreements would be upheld in the case of two men contributing genetic material. Both men would have a strong genetic claim to the child and the only function of the agreement would be to sever the claim of the gestational mother (and per-

50 Id. See also Cassidy v. Williams, No.FA084006951S, 2008 WL 2930591 at *3 (Conn. Super. Ct. July 9, 2008) (holding that surrogate agreement was enforceable and the intended parents should be listed on an updated birth certificate); Cunningham v. Tardiff, No. FA084009629, 2008 WL 4779641 at *5 (Conn. Super. Ct. Oct. 8, 2008) (a replacement birth certificate was issued to biological father from a surrogate gestation).

51 See Raftopol v. Ramey, 12 A.3d 783, 786–87 (Conn. 2011). For a discussion of this ruling and for the endorsement of defining parents by intentional parenthood, see Koll, supra note 11, at 217–18.

52 Raftopol, 12 A.3d at 788.

53 There are additional cases in which two fathers were determined to be the legal parents of a child without reference to the best interest of the child. See Vogel v. Kirkbridge, No. FA 02-024718505, 2002 WL 3411931 at *1 (Conn. Super. Ct. Dec. 19, 2002) (holding that two fathers were the legal parents of a child); Davis v. Kania, 836 A.2d 480, 483–84 (Conn. Super. Ct. 2003) (upholding California law establishing male domestic partners as fathers of a child). However, not all jurisdictions take this approach. See Purvis, supra note 8, at 233–34 (discussing variations in state enforcement of surrogacy contracts). Thus, in some states, if a surrogacy contract is deemed contrary to public policy or otherwise invalid, the gestational surrogate might retain a legal parental claim to the child.
haps the female egg donor who made a minimal genetic contribution). Accordingly, there is ample room in the pre-existing models of intentional parenthood to validate the legal parenthood of two men who contribute genetically to a child. Moreover, even if the biological mother has a valid legal claim to the child, neither of the fathers could simply be excluded on the ground that they do not share a genetic link with the child.

A more complicated question arises in jurisdictions where surrogacy contracts are not valid, such as New Jersey. For instance, in A.H.W. v. G.H.B., a husband, wife, and the wife’s sister entered into a surrogacy agreement whereby the sister would gestate an embryo created by combining the wife’s egg and the husband’s sperm. Though both the husband and wife were biologically related to the child, the court refused to grant a pre-birth parentage order since, according to a New Jersey statute, a birth mother may not surrender her parental rights until seventy-two hours after the child is born. Since a birth certificate can be issued up to five days after a child’s birth, the court ordered that the birth certificate be issued on the fourth day. This disposition would allow the gestational surrogate to surrender her rights after the seventy-two hour period with enough time remaining to place the names of the husband and wife on the birth certificate. The court, however, left open the question of what would happen if the gestational surrogate did not surrender her rights after the seventy-two hour period.

This case indicates that a pair of same-sex parents, like a heterosexual couple, would not be able to obtain a pre-birth parentage order in New Jersey declaring them the parents. In order to be deemed the parents on the child’s birth certificate, they would have to wait for the seventy-two hour period to expire and for the gestational mother to relinquish her parental rights.

It is unclear what would happen if the woman refused to relinquish her parental rights. Ordinarily, if the woman refuses to give up her rights and the parties decline to litigate the issue, the clerk would likely place the gestational mother and the genetic father on the birth certificate. But if the parties include two male partners who are both genetically connected to the child,

---

54 While the mt-DNA contribution of the egg donor might be minimal, in the absence of a contract (and even with a contract), there remains uncertainty concerning whether the egg donor could assert a claim of parental rights and whether the egg donor could be ordered to assume parental obligations. See Sarah Terman, Marketing Motherhood: Rights and Responsibilities of Egg Donors in Assisted Reproductive Technology Agreements, 3 NW. J.L. & SOC. POL’Y 167, 172–79 (2008) (discussing the ways different jurisdictions handle the parental rights of egg donors); J. Brad Reich & Dawn Swink, You Can’t Put the Genie Back in the Bottle: Potential Rights and Obligations of Egg Donors in the Cyberprocreation Era, 20 ALB. L.J. SCI. & TECH. 1, 34–37 (2010) (reviewing surrogacy cases to clarify the parental rights of egg donors).
56 Id. at 954.
57 Id.
58 Id.
59 Id.
there would be no reason to place one of the men on the birth certificate as opposed to the other. While New Jersey occasionally permits a third person to be on the birth certificate to grant visitation rights, no authority supports the proposition that it would simply allow three parents with shared rights and obligations. Moreover, various emotional and pragmatic problems could arise if a male same-sex couple is forced to share parental rights with a female surrogate who the couple never envisioned would be involved in the child’s life. It is evident, therefore, that the current legal framework in states like New Jersey that are reluctant to validate surrogacy contracts is ill-equipped to address the implications of these new technologies.

2. Uterine Transplantation and Artificial Wombs—Eliminating the Gestational Paradigm

Advances in reproductive medicine, such as uterine transplantation, animal-human chimeric technology, and artificial wombs, may obviate the need for a female gestational mother in the future. The elimination of the need for a female gestational mother would have profound legal implications because gestation is a pivotal aspect of determining legal parenthood. In the absence of a gestational mother, two male genetic contributors would not have to contend with the claim of the gestational mother, bolstering their own parental claim.

The success of uterine transplantation in sheep, dogs, and mice, the initiation of human uterine transplantation scheduled in the United Kingdom and Sweden, and various other planned attempts to pursue human uterine transplantation raise the possibility that one day a uterus could be transplanted into a man. Early in 2013, Turkey’s Akdeniz University announced

---

60 See Valarie K. Blake, Ovaries, Testicles, and Uteruses, Oh My! Regulating Reproductive Tissue Transplants, 19 WM. & MARY J. WOMEN & L. 353, 354 (2013) (discussing reproductive tissue transplants, including uterine transplantation, and their legal, ethical, and regulatory implications).
61 Id. at 359; see Mats Brännström, Caiza A. Wranning & Albert Altchek, Experimental Uterus Transplantation, 16 HUMAN REPROD. UPDATE 330, 335–37 (2010) (explaining that uterine transplants have also been attempted in mice, rabbits, sheep, and non-human primates with varying degrees of success).
63 See Blake, supra note 60, at 360 (discussing various attempts at uterine transplantation).
That Derya Sert, the first female to have successfully received a uterine transplant, was pregnant, though the baby was not carried to term.65

Another method that could obviate the need for a female gestational mother is human-animal chimeric technology. This process entails injecting specialized human stem cells into the fetus of a cow to generate an adult cow with a human uterus.66 Because the gestational period of a cow is nine months, this uterus could hypothetically support human embryonic gestation.67 Currently, stem cell technology has been able to reconstitute a human circulatory system in mice and sheep, and progress is being made to reconstitute a human liver in sheep. However, it is not yet possible to create an adult cow with a human uterus.

In addition to human-animal chimeric technology, artificial wombs may also eliminate the need for a female gestational mother. British scientist J. B. S. Haldane first contemplated the prospect of gestating a child completely outside of its mother’s uterus in the early twentieth century.68 He referred to this phenomenon as “ectogenesis,” and predicted that by the year 1951, science would be able to produce the first ectogenetic child.69 By the year 2074, he imagined, less than thirty percent of children would be gestated by a woman.70 While an artificial human uterus has not yet been created, progress has been made in the realm of artificial uteruses in animals. In the 1980s, Japanese researchers in Tokyo achieved promising results in creating artificial uteruses for goats. In 1997, Dr. Yoshinori Kuwabara of Juntendo University announced that a seventeen-week-old goat fetus was removed successfully from its mother’s uterus and survived for three weeks in an artificial uterus.71 Creating an artificial uterus for human beings is far more complicated, and it is unclear whether the procedures being utilized in animals could be used to create an artificial human uterus.72
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Eliminating the gestational mother from the parental equation would have a profound effect on the law of parentage. In the case of two male genetic contributors, the only person who might have a claim to the child other than the two men is the woman who contributed the enucleated egg. Notwithstanding the fact that mt-DNA plays a significant role in the health of two fetuses toward the end of gestation, when a woman’s uterus becomes more crowded and the risk of complications to herself or to her children is greater. See Christine Rosen, Why Not Artificial Wombs?, THE NEW ATLANTIS: A JOURNAL OF TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY 67, 71 (2003), http://www.thenewatlantis.com/docLib/TNA03-Rosen.pdf, archived at perma.cc/GK2P-4SGA. In addition, for women unable to carry their own children, an artificial uterus could provide a better alternative to surrogacy. Lastly, even healthy women might prefer to utilize this procedure for various reasons. Because motherhood has already been dramatically altered by social and scientific developments, an artificial uterus could be viewed as merely another expansion of the methods to produce a child. See, e.g., Gregory Pence, What’s So Good About Natural Motherhood? (In Praise of Unnatural Gestation), in ECTOGENESIS: ARTIFICIAL WOMB TECHNOLOGY AND THE FUTURE OF HUMAN REPRODUCTION 77, 77–88 (Scott Gelfand & John R. Shook eds., 2006).

Opponents argue that an artificial human uterus could lead to a commodification of the process of pregnancy, challenge the social status of women, and disrupt the unique mother-child bond. See, e.g., Norma J. Wikler, Society’s Response to the New Reproductive Technologies: The Feminist Perspectives, 59 S. CAL. L. REV. 1043, 1048–53 (1986) (describing feminist ambivalence and disagreement to reproductive technologies and government regulation of those technologies); Joan Woolfrey, Ectogenesis: Liberation, Technological Tyranny, or Just More of the Same?, in ECTOGENESIS: ARTIFICIAL WOMB TECHNOLOGY AND THE FUTURE OF HUMAN REPRODUCTION, supra at 129, 130–33 (contending that ectogenesis will “reinforce the oppressive structures in our society which serve to converge into a focus on the reproductive capacities of women to the exclusion of all else”); Jennifer S. Hendricks, Not of Woman Born: A Scientific Fantasy, 62 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 399, 436–45 (2011). An artificial human uterus would also pose complex questions in the context of abortion. Indeed, the right to an abortion has been conceptualized in terms of a woman’s constitutional right to privacy, liberty, and bodily integrity. See Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973); see also, I. Glenn Cohen, The Constitution and the Rights Not to Procreate, 60 STAN. L. REV. 1135, 1155 (2008) (observing that the Supreme Court’s abortion jurisprudence centers on notions of privacy and bodily integrity). Should artificial gestation become an option, some have suggested, it would call into question a woman’s right to destroy a fetus via abortion. See Laurence H. Tribe, Abortion: The Clash of Absolutes 225 (1990) (suggesting that “a woman’s moral claim that she has a right to choose a fetus-destroying abortion would be weakened if the fetus could be saved without the sustained imposition on liberty that is involved whenever a woman is forced to carry a pregnancy to term”); CHRISTINE OVERALL, ETHICS AND HUMAN REPRODUCTION: A FEMINIST ANALYSIS 68–87 (1987) (arguing that abortion may be defined as two acts—expelling the fetus from the uterus and causing the death of the fetus—and that women should have the right to the former but not the latter when there are alternatives); see also Laurence H. Tribe, The Supreme Court 1972 Term: Foreword: Toward a Model of Roles in the Due Process of Life and Law, 87 HARV. L. REV. 1, 27 (1973); Judith Jarvis Thomson, A Defense of Abortion, 1 PHIL. & PUB. AFF. 47, 66 (1971) (noting the right to abort a fetus is separate from the right to kill that fetus). These implications of artificial wombs on the abortion debate have been well documented by the academic literature. See, e.g., Stephen Coleman, The Ethics of Artificial Uteruses: Implications for Reproduction and Abortion 57–149 (2004); Vernellia R. Randall & Tshaka C. Randall, Built in Obsolescence: The Coming End to the Abortion Debate, 4 J. HEALTH & BIOMED. L. 291, 308–10 (2008); Jessica H. Schultz, Development of Ectogenesis: How Will Artificial Wombs Affect the Legal Status of a Fetus or Embryo? 84 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 877 (2010); Hyun Jee Son, Artificial Wombs, Frozen Embryos, and Abortion: Reconciling Viability’s Doctrinal Ambiguity, 14 UCLA WOMEN’S L.J. 213, 217–18 (2005). Lastly, artificial wombs raise the same concerns of playing god as other ARTs—perhaps to an even greater degree.
of the child, the woman’s genetic contribution of mt-DNA would likely be deemed insufficient to establish a legal claim of parenthood in most, if not all, jurisdictions. For instance, under the 2000 Uniform Parentage Act (hereinafter “UPA”) (amended in 2002 and adopted by nine states), absent a contract, sperm and egg donors have no rights to a child born from the use of the sperm or egg. Moreover, even in the rare instance where a court might uphold the legal claim of an egg donor in an ordinary surrogacy situation, the contribution of mt-DNA might be so minimal with respect to DNA content that it is possible it would be deemed legally irrelevant and the two genetic contributors would be the only presumptive legal parents. Thus, in that situation, the two men would not need a contract to validate their sole legal claim of parenthood.

However, while the caselaw dealing with the rights of egg donors is very limited, the technology is ever-evolving, and societal norms are continually shifting. Accordingly, two men, though genetically linked to a child, might want to memorialize their agreement with an egg donor in a contract to insure their parental claim against the vagaries of an unstable legal landscape. Courts in the future may be unwilling to invalidate the legal claim of an egg donor simply because her genetic contribution is minimal (especially if the egg donor is known to the parties) or because the parties failed to adhere to certain formalistic statutory requirements. Moreover, the court might feel that it is in the best interest of the child for the egg donor to have parental rights. Thus, until laws addressing these situations become more stable and consistent, the two genetic male contributors should prophylactically protect their legal claim by entering into a contract with the egg donor. Moreover, if the two genetic contributors want to voluntarily assign certain

73 Currently, clinics in the United States and United Kingdom are beginning human trials to transfer healthy mt-DNA into an egg obtained from a woman containing mutated mt-DNA fertilized in the laboratory with sperm from her husband. See Yehezkel Margalit, Michiko Hirano & John Loike, Three-Way Parenthood, SCIENTIST, Oct. 1 2013, available at http://www.the-scientist.com/?articles.view/articleNo/37594/title/Three-Way-Parenthood, archived at http://perma.cc/0TqCTJwRtQy (detailing the logistics of three-parent IVF technologies that avoid the transmission of mitochondrial disease).

74 See Reich & Swink, supra note 54, at 36 (“The end result, should other courts continue to follow the lead of Johnson and McDonald, is that egg donors likely will have no common law rights of custody or visitation over children conceived from their eggs.”).

75 See UNIF. PARENTAGE ACT § 702 cmt. (Unif. Law Ctr. 2000) (amended 2002) (“If a child is conceived as the result of assisted reproduction, this section clarifies that a donor (whether of sperm or egg) is not a parent of the resulting child.”). For a criticism of the current Uniform Parentage Act’s approach—which does not recognize a real freedom of contract to opt in or opt out of legal fatherhood in the case of sperm donation—see Yehezkel Margalit, Artificial Insemination from Donor (AID)–From Status to Contract and Back Again?, B. U. J. SCI. & TECH. L. (forthcoming 2014).

parental rights to a third party in order to create a three-parent family (whether with the female egg donor or another party), they would need to form a contract as well.

It is evident that SCNT and stem cell technologies may, in the future, have a profound effect on the laws of parentage, particularly with respect to the rights of same-sex couples. By eliminating potential third-party parental claimants to a child, such as a sperm donor or gestational mother, these technologies reinforce the utility of biological parentage paradigms. These technologies, however, could also allow multiple parents to share a genetic link to a child, thereby reducing the utility of the biological paradigm and necessitating reliance on intentional parenthood. This application of SCNT and stem cell technologies will be discussed in the following section.

III. MULTIPLE PARENTAGE AND ADVANCED ARTS

Discussions of multiple parentage in academic literature typically seek to address two general questions. The first question is whether multiple parentage, as a substantive matter, warrants legal recognition. This question implicates sociology, ethics, political ideology, gender identity, and various other disciplines. Then, to the extent that the law might recognize multiple parentage, the second question concerns what form that legal recognition should take. In addressing this second question, academic articles have advanced various proposals. One such proposal contemplates legal recognition of a third social parent who has played a significant role in the life of the child or in support of the birth mother either before or after the birth. Another proposal takes a more holistic approach whereby various parties, both biological and contractual, could be deemed legal parents. Lastly, recent articles advocating the use of pre-birth parentage orders or alternative preauthorized judicial measures could easily be applied to the context of multiple parents. Notably, in the context of surrogacy agreements,
preauthorization is not required in Texas and Illinois,82 while preauthorization is mandatory in Virginia and New Hampshire.83 Moreover, the notion of preauthorization can be found in prominent legislative proposals and Uniform Acts, such as the Uniform Status of Children of Assisted Conception Act (hereinafter USCACA), the UPA, and, recently, the Model Act Governing Assisted Reproduction Technology (hereinafter Model Act).84

This section seeks to position the multiple parentage discussion in the context of SCNT and stem cell technology. While SCNT and stem cell technologies might increase the utility of the biological paradigms by potentially excluding a male donor and allowing both individuals in a same-sex couple to share a genetic link to a child, these technologies could also allow multiple individuals to be biologically related to a child. The use of these technologies to achieve multiple genetic parents requires a determination as to which of the genetic contributors are the legal parents of the child, a determination not easily addressed by reliance on biology alone. This section does not advocate, as a normative matter, the use of SCNT and stem cell technology to create a child with numerous genetic parents. Similarly, we take no position with respect to the significant ethical questions this possibility raises, such as the creation of “designer” babies, or the possible administrative and policy-based concerns associated with assigning parental obligations and benefits to numerous individuals.85 Rather, we argue that, to the extent that this technology is used in humans in the future, and multiple parentage gains greater legal acceptance, the law should address the resulting novel family structures in a specific way. Namely, individuals seeking to engage in multiple-parent family structures should be required to contractually delineate the rights and obligations of the various parties, and the resultant contract should be preauthorized by a court to ensure that certain basic criteria, such as financial support for the child, are satisfied.86

85 Cf. Judy Norsigian, Stem Cell Research and Embryo Cloning: Involving Laypersons in the Public Debates, 39 NEW ENG. L. REV. 527, 529 (2005) (calling SCNT the “gateway” to the possibility of “designer babies” and suggesting that SCNT might lead to a “resurgence of the eugenics movement”).
86 See Yechzkel Margalit, Intentional Parenthood: A Solution to the Plight of Same-Sex Partners Striving for Legal Recognition as Parents, 12 WHITTIER J. OF CHILD AND
Notably, this contractual method could be employed to establish multiple legal parents even where one or more of the parties are not biologically related to the child. For instance, just as surrogacy contracts may establish a genetic father and a putative adoptive father as legal parents to the exclusion of a third-party gestational mother, such contracts could also establish both men and the gestational mother as legal parents.

A. Utilizing SCNT and Stem Cell Technology to Achieve Multiple Parentage and the Growing Acceptance of Multiple Parentage

In the future, SCNT and stem cell technologies could allow multiple individuals to contribute genetically to a child.\textsuperscript{87} This process was successfully used in 2010 in monkeys,\textsuperscript{88} and similar technologies have been used to create human embryos, though no human babies were produced.\textsuperscript{89} To create a child with genetic material from up to three men and three women, two early stage embryos are injected into the inner mass of a more mature, seven-day-old pre-implanted embryo. That embryo then contains genetic information from six parents (two parents from each of the early embryos and two from the mature embryo).\textsuperscript{90} There are various reasons why an individual or couple would seek to utilize this technology, such as the health benefits of genetic diversity or the perceived aesthetic benefits of ethnic diversity.

The use of SCNT and stem cell technologies to produce a child with multiple parents, such as a child with the genetic material of three men and three women, raises a unique quandary—how to determine which of these individuals should be deemed the child’s legal parents when no one party has a superior genetic claim to any other and there are no simple gradations of parental paradigms for the court to rely on. This technology also poses a challenge to the bionormative family structure. When a claim based on genetic consanguinity comes into conflict with the bionormative conception of the family, the bionormative model traditionally takes precedence. For instance, in \textit{Michael H. v. Gerald D.}, the Supreme Court held that a state may deny a biological father parental rights to a child he fathered with the wife of another man and uphold the presumptive parental rights of the wife’s hus-

\textsuperscript{87} Various scenarios in which a person might want to utilize this technology will be discussed in Part III.B.


\textsuperscript{90} See supra note 88.
Where, however, there are numerous and equal genetic contributors, none of whom are married to the gestational mother, the bionormative model is of little help in determining parentage.

In light of the long history of the bionormative family structure, it is not surprising that courts have been hesitant to validate the legal claim of a third parent, let alone a fourth or fifth parent. Indeed, no state legislature or court has authorized more than three individuals to serve as legal parents with full and equal legal rights and obligations. However, as stated, several cases have granted legal parent status to a third person, either to permit the collection of child support from a third party where the mother has divorced and remarried, or to establish two primary legal parents and one parent with visitation rights where the third parent has had a significant relationship with the child. Further, a small number of courts have recognized three-parent family structures in a more holistic manner. The caselaw in this area, however, is quite sparse. There has also been a call in the academic literature for greater legal recognition of multiple parentage. These articles note the growing prevalence of nontraditional family structures and, generally speaking, argue for the legal recognition of a third parent (or even more parties in some cases). One scholar has even observed that:

92 See Elizabeth Marquardt, One Parent or Five? A Global Look at Today’s New Intentional Families 47–48 (2011) (discussing and criticizing the possibility of a child having four parents).
95 See Althouse, supra note 79, at 191–208 (calling for recognition of third social parents in same-sex headed families); Elizabeth Bartholet, Guiding Principles for Picking Parents, 27 HARV. WOMEN’S L.J. 323, 337–44 (2004) (contending that the best interest of the child is the primary consideration in assigning parentage); Naomi Cahn, The New Kinship, 100 GEO. L.J. 367, 382–86 (2012) (explaining how children of donors may feel kinship bonds with their extended genetic families); Nancy E. Dowd, Multiple Parents/Multiple Fathers, 9 J.L. & F AM. STUD. 231, 243–63 (2007) (arguing for a model of parenthood in which primary parents coparent with secondary parents); Charo, supra note 80, at 251 (asking courts to “toss out the legal fictions and acknowledge . . . what has already happened in the physical world” by recognizing multiple types of parents); Melanie B. Jacobs, Why Just Two? Disaggregating Traditional Parental Rights and Responsibilities to Recognize Multiple Parents, 9 J. L. F AM. STUD. 309, 325–39 (2007) [hereinafter Jacobs, Why Just Two?] (making the case for recognizing more than two parents in families who use ARTs); Melanie B. Jacobs, My Two Dads: Disaggregating Biological and Social Paternity, 38 ANZ. SR. L.J. 809, 851–56 (2006) (proposing a scheme of “relative rights” that would allow multiple men to serve as fathers to preserve the best interests of the child); Alison H. Young, Reconceiving the Family: Challenging
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[L]aw does not presently conceptualize parenthood as a comprehensive and indivisible monolith, but rather as a mosaic capable of division and subdivision even in the ordinary case. And with so many discrete elements of “parenting” listed, a plan could easily accommodate two, three, or more parents.96

Model laws and certain state statutes also appear to permit legal recognition of multiple parents in certain circumstances. As noted by Melanie Jacobs, the American Law Institute’s suggestion of multiple categories of parents: legal parents, parents by estoppel, and de facto parents, “opens the door to multiple parents.”97 Similarly, Nancy Polikoff has argued that Washington, D.C.’s recognition of de facto parents “could result in three parents for a child.”98

It is evident, therefore, that there has been both a growing movement for legal recognition of multiple parentage and limited acceptance of multiple parentage under a narrow range of circumstances.99 If this movement is successful in achieving greater legal recognition of the parental claim of three or even four parties, the law would possess the necessary tools to recognize the claims of a larger number of parents. Put differently, if the law recognized the parental claim of a gestational mother, an egg donor, and a sperm donor, the law could also recognize an additional sperm donor and egg donor. At the very least, these additional parties could be viewed as social parents with a narrower set of rights and obligations. Nevertheless, even if the law recognizes these individuals as parents, there remains the question of how the law should recognize them—should it be based on a model of de facto parentage determined after the child is born (i.e. social parentage based on the actions taken by the various parties during the pregnancy or after the birth of the child), a post-birth enforcement of a surrogacy contract, a pre-birth parentage order or judicially preauthorized surrogacy contract based on the intention of the parties, or some combination of these factors?

B. The Limitations of Non-Contractual Models of Multiple Parentage

SCNT and stem cell technology could be used to achieve multiple parentage in various scenarios. Some such scenarios pose simple parentage questions, because they involve anonymous, disinterested and/or a more limited number of parties. One such scenario would be where a woman (or a
couple) utilizes anonymous sperm and egg donors to create a child with multiple genetic contributors. The rationale behind this scenario could be that the woman (or couple) would like to create a genetically or ethnically diverse child. As the law currently stands, in most states, the anonymous donors would likely have no parental rights to the resulting child.\footnote{See Fiser & Garrett, supra note 38, at 14 n.66 (listing states whose laws dictate that sperm donors have no legal rights or duties with respect to children born through artificial insemination); \textit{UNIF. PARENTAGE ACT} § 702 (Unif. Law Ctr. 2000) (amended 2002) (stating that a reproductive donor is not a legal parent).} Another possibility is that a woman (or couple) might want a child to possess the preserved genetic material of a deceased spouse or a relative who is unable to procreate. Producing a child with multiple genetic contributors under these circumstances would not pose a particularly difficult multiple parentage question. Where the donors are anonymous, they would likely have no legal rights, and where there is only one other donor such as a relative, the only legally cognizable parent would be the gestational mother and perhaps her husband or another third party based on the marital presumption or functional notions of de facto parentage.

In a more complicated scenario, a group of people would jointly decide to create a child with whom they all share a genetic link and where all the parties intend to raise the child together in a communal setting.\footnote{For seminal articles that argue for recognition of multiple parentage in different communal settings, see, for example, Matthew M. Kavanagh, \textit{Rewriting the Legal Family: Beyond Exclusivity to a Care-Based Standard}, 16 YALE J.L. & FEMINISM 85, 115–43 (2004); King, supra note 11; Young, supra note 95, at 515–18, 539–54.} All the donors would be known to each other and would possess the intent to act as parents. This scenario presents a fascinating iteration of multiple parentage because it raises a series of pragmatic challenges. As the number of parties grows, establishing the parental responsibilities and benefits of the various parties necessarily becomes more difficult—with a concomitant increase in the likelihood of litigation. The parties might live in different homes, make different amounts of money, be of different ages, or have different educational, social, and religious values, potentially rendering parental decision-making a laborious process fraught with dispute. A large number of parents also presents a problem if one of the parents decides he or she no longer wishes to be a communal parent and simply stops contributing financially and otherwise to the well-being of the child. What rights would one party have against another party? Additionally, it is possible that only four (or some other number) of the parents would actually intend to serve as parents and the other two would intend simply to act as donors. How could the four parents ensure that the two donors could not later assert parental claims based on their biological connection to the child?

Traditional parental paradigms, such as biology and the bionormative marital presumption, fail to address these challenges. If a court were to rely simply on biology, then six parties would have equal parental rights and
obligations with respect to a child, even if the parties did not necessarily intend that consequence. The parties may have intended for two of the biological parents to be primary parents, undertaking the bulk of the obligations and enjoying most of the benefits, while the other four parents would serve as secondary parents in a more limited social capacity. A reliance on biology alone would preclude this possibility. Moreover, as stated, there are various practical reasons why the law should not simply accord equal parental rights to six individuals based solely on biological connection.

Furthermore, a reliance on functionalism and notions of de facto parenthood might create uncertainty and instability. Until one of the parties either asserted a parental claim or contested the claim of another party, there would be no way to formally delineate the rights and obligations of the parties, increasing the likelihood of future litigation and disagreement. Even more problematic is the fact that establishing legal parenthood in this way would require courts to delve into the roles, relationships, and intentions of the various parties—an invasive process that might ultimately result in a family structure that is far different than what was originally contemplated by the parties and lead to years of litigation and uncertainty.

Relying on notions of de facto parenthood can also lead to contentious litigation and requires courts to delve inappropriately into the hearts and minds of the parties. For instance, in a 2006 Massachusetts case, *A.H. v. M.P.*, a lesbian couple decided that one of the women would bear a child through in vitro fertilization, with sperm from an anonymous donor. The plaintiff, who was not biologically related to the child and did not gestate the child, held herself out as one of the child’s parents; she listed herself as a parent on the fertility clinic forms, attended prenatal appointments, attended parenting classes, and planned to be called “mama” by the child. After the child’s birth, the plaintiff took two months of maternity leave, supported her partner and the child, and was involved in various caretaking activities. Further, the trial court found that the parties had agreed to parent jointly. Thereafter, the couple separated and the plaintiff sought joint legal and physical custody, resulting in:

more than three years of legal proceedings, including, among other things, the filing of more than fifty motions, most substantive; dozens of motions hearings; two interlocutory appeals; the filing of a complaint for contempt; the imposition of sanctions; an eleven-day trial; and an appeal to a single justice of this court.

After examining in detail the trial court’s factual findings concerning the parental contributions of each party, the court affirmed the trial court’s determination that the plaintiff could not establish herself as a de facto par-
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ent, in part because she did not engage in sufficient caretaking activities.\textsuperscript{104} Similarly, the court found that the plaintiff could not rely on parenthood by estoppel, noting that “the parent by estoppel principle is a most dramatic intrusion into the rights of fit parents to care for their child as they see fit.”\textsuperscript{105} Lastly, the court found that the parties’ agreement to serve as joint parents was suggestive of their intent, but not dispositive.\textsuperscript{106}

As this case shows, there are a number of reasons why this model of parenthood may be impractical from a legal standpoint. For one, de facto parenthood has typically been advocated for in the context of establishing a third social parent. Where six parties are all vying for parental rights it would be pragmatically difficult for the court to identify the role of each party with respect to the child and to craft a family structure that takes into account the interests of such a large number of individuals. In addition, relying on fact-driven notions of de facto and social parenthood is unnecessary and inefficient when the parties can simply state in advance what family structure they would like to create. In the same vein, for the sake of the best interest of the child, the state might want to prospectively ensure that the child experiences a measure of stability in this unconventional and historically untested living situation. If the parents decide that the child should sleep in a different home every night and each parent teaches a conflicting moral, cultural, or religious ideology, for instance, it might be detrimental to the child’s development. The functional approach makes it difficult for the state to prospectively ensure that a child is born into a stable environment.\textsuperscript{107}

In the next section we suggest that intentional parenthood is a viable solution to many of the challenges presented by multiple parenthood generally, and specifically where there are larger numbers of parents. We begin with a discussion of the general normative benefits of intentional parenthood and then discuss the specific application of intentional parenthood to multiple parenthood in the context of SCNT and stem cell technology.

\textbf{C. Intentional Parenthood as a Normative Basis for Determining Legal Parenthood}

While multiple parenthood in the context of ARTs raises various pragmatic concerns and presents a challenge to traditional models of legal parenthood, it also creates an increased opportunity to prospectively delineate the rights and obligations of the parties through intentional parenthood. Numerous articles have been written addressing the normative benefits of utilizing intentional parenthood in the context of ARTs and non-bionormative family

\textsuperscript{104} Id. at 1073.
\textsuperscript{105} Id.
\textsuperscript{106} Id. at 1074.
\textsuperscript{107} For an argument for and discussion of the general superiority of intentional parenthood over the functional model, see generally Storrow, \textit{supra} note 84.
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structures. The paradigm of intentional parenthood is largely premised on incorporating contract law and its principles of agency and self-determination into family law. These principles have particular cross-appeal in the context of multiple parentage because when a child is born by way of in vitro fertilization with multiple genetic contributors, the choice to create that child is clear, bargained-for, and deliberate, thereby permitting the memorialization of that intent in a contract. A group of individuals seeking collectively to create and co-parent a child could not do so accidentally or spontaneously. Instead, it would require a series of decisions and intentional actions. The individuals would have to decide that they wanted to create and parent a child collectively, a decision likely requiring significant thought and discussion. They would then have to decide whether one of the women who intended to parent the child would also gestate the baby or whether they would use a gestational surrogate. Creating a child through this complex medical procedure would require the investment of significant emotional and financial resources. At each step of this process there are distinct manifestations of the intent of the parties, which can be harnessed to address some of the concerns and difficulties raised by multiple parentage.

Moreover, much as in the context of traditional ARTs, the use of intent in determining parenthood for users of advanced ARTs addresses many of the problems left unsolved by traditional parental paradigms. If the potential parents entered into a judicially pre-authorized contract contemplating their rights and obligations, a court could prospectively ensure that the agreement contemplated certain basic issues, such as financial support for the child. It would also force the parties to grapple with difficult issues in advance, including shared custody, decision-making authority, and financial support, instead of litigating these issues after the fact, thereby preventing significant emotional turmoil for the child. Furthermore, the contract could contemplate varying levels of parental rights. For instance, two of the parties could contract to be the primary legal parents with full financial obligations and decision-making authority while four of the parties could contract for reduced parental rights such as limited visitation.

Lastly, intentional parenthood would obviate the need for the court to determine, after the fact, the rights and obligations of the parties based on imprecise and fluid notions of de facto parenthood. For instance, in the case of A.H. v. M.P., discussed in Part III.B, had the parties been required to delineate their intent in a contract, and negotiate and discuss their rights and obligations prospectively, the court could have relied on that contract as
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110 The exact scope and contours of judicial review of a multiple-parentage contract is beyond the scope of this article. Instead we argue, broadly, that such a contract would achieve valuable normative goals. Nevertheless, a court tasked with preauthorizing such a contract should certainly be required to take into account notions such as proper caregiving and financial support.
evidence of their intent, instead of making an ex post factual determination. Accordingly, we propose that the law require that individuals seeking to use ARTs to create multiple parent family structures, particularly in the case of family structures that contemplate four or more parents, enter into a preauthorized surrogacy contract in which they delineate the rights and obligations of the various parties.

CONCLUSION

SCNT and stem cell technologies are still in their infancy and, due to ethical and public policy concerns, may not be used in humans to create children for many years, if ever. Nevertheless, exploring the future trajectory of reproductive technology helps paint a fuller picture of how parentage law should interact with ARTs. Examining the crucial role of intent where a child has multiple biological parents demonstrates that validating the intent of the parties should play a larger role in the more common surrogacy context of three biological parents. Conversely, the possibility that, in the future, a same-sex couple could create a child with whom they both share a biological connection without a third party, demonstrates that parentage law in the context of ARTs is not on an inexorable path toward a pure model of intentional parenthood. It can still incorporate biological considerations.

If, however, these technologies are used to create children in the future, we argue that, where the biological paradigm is insufficient to validate the claim of a same-sex couple utilizing SCNT and stem cell technology, or where multiple individuals intend to be the parents of a child, the parties enter into a pre-authorized surrogacy contract expressing their intent to be parents as well as the rights and obligations of the parties. The benefits of using contractual/intentional parenthood in traditional ARTs are also present in the context of advanced ARTs. Intentional parenthood and contractual ordering conform to liberal notions of human agency and procreative rights. Thus, intentional parenthood in the context of ARTs conforms to modern principles of equality and would permit a larger number of people to serve as legal parents. Moreover, if parties delineated their rights and obli-
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112 See, e.g., Christine L. Kerian, Surrogacy: A Last Resort Alternative for Infertile Women or a Commodification of Women’s Bodies and Children?, 12 Wis. Women’s L.J. 113, 158 (1997) (“Liberal feminists support reproductive choice and freedom to contract. Women should be able to choose among the various reproductive alternatives, provided they do not harm anyone in the process.”).
113 For variants of this argument, see Katharine K. Baker, Bargaining or Biology? The History and Future of Paternity Law and Parental Status, 14 CORNELL J.L. & PUB. POL’Y 1, 41–43 (2004) (“[C]ontract theory and doctrine provide a superior framework for determining parental status than the current regime.”); King, supra note 11, at 331–33, 346–47, 358; Storrow, supra note 84 (arguing that in the context of collaborative reproduction, parental status should be assigned by written agreement to the intentional parents); Swift, supra note 11, at 954–57 (proposing a system in which courts determine parentage with reference to the best interests of the child, but grant the same status to
gations and established in advance who would be a parent’s child, it would reduce the possibility of future acrimony and litigation. Indeed, if the primary legal challenge of ARTs is the existence of a third-party parental claimant, a prospective contract soundly addresses that challenge before it materializes.

Furthermore, a greater reliance on freedom of contract in this arena furthers various societal interests, such as increasing individual autonomy, fostering personal responsibility, encouraging feelings of self-fulfillment, and promoting responsible and purposeful parenting.114

An individual who intends to be a parent and contributes emotionally and financially to the creation of a child will likely be a better parent to that child than a biologically related parent who has no interest in creating or raising a child.115 Accordingly, while advanced ARTs may, in the future, permit greater reliance on the biological paradigm, for the foreseeable future, intentional parenthood remains the best model for determining parenthood with respect to both two-parent and multiple parent families.
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